INTRODUCTION
Fiber wrinkles and ply bends in structures composed of laminated, fiber reinforced plastic materials are known to degrade performance under design load conditions. Such flaws can inadvertently be manufactured into structures, such as solid rocket motor (srm) cases and nozzles, and generally are difficult to detect. For structures such as nozzles, plies are not coplanar with the nozzle wall, but have an out-of-plane direction. Such materials offer an increased challenge for detection of ply bends and fiber wrinkles. Advanced nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods are needed for detection of these flaws so that manufacturing processes can be characterized and improved and, also, to prevent the usage of defective materials. Ultrasonic backscatter-based methods have been demonstrated to be sensitive to fiber direction and to transverse cracks in composite laminate plates and test panels with plies lying in the plane of the plate or panel [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Backscatter methods, thus, provide a viable foundation for addressing the similar problem of ply bends and fiber wrinkles in composites with out-of-plane plies. This paper describes an improved ultrasonic backscatter method for detection of ply distortions in structures with out-of-plane ply orientations.
DESCRIPTION OF METHOD
The subject method employs a focusing ultrasonic transducer, with nominal focal length of2.0 inches, which is oriented at oblique incidence relative to the surface. Typically, the transducer is positioned so that its focus is at the surface, however, a long focal length (;?: 4.0 inches) transducer can be used with the focus positioned below the surface. This provides a more directive beam (less convergence before focus and less divergence past focus) while maintaining a reasonably small beam cross section. Ultrasonic waves are generated by the transducer and backscattered ultrasonic waves coming from the composite structure are detected by the same transducer. Thus the transducer serves as both the source and the detector of ultrasonic waves. The transducer is then rotated azimuthally around the surface normal which intersects the center of the beam projected on the surface. The backscattered waveforms are acquired by a data acquisition system as the transducer is rotated. When the refracted ultrasonic beam reaches the condition where the refracted wave propagation direction (wavevector) is perpendicular to the fiber direction, there will be a maximum in the backscattered ultrasonic wave amplitude. Figure 1 ( a) contains a conceptual illustration of the experimental setup showing an example material with an out-of-plane ply direction. Figure 1 (b) illustrates the condition for maximum backscattered signal. The incident and refracted wavevectors are indicated by kl and k2' and the vector corresponding to fiber direction is indicated by f.
Mathematically, the condition for maximum backscatter is given by,
This equation can be expanded in terms of the experimental parameters to give, where g e is the fiber angle relative to the ply axis, 9 2 is the refracted angle, 9ply is the ply angle, and ~ is the rotation angle corresponding to maximum backscatter which is computed from equation (2) by Newton' s method [6] . The refracted angle, 9 2 , for anisotropic materials is calculated by a generalized form of Snell's Law [7] . With the material of this study, the matrix material was sufficiently stiff so that there was no substantial anisotropy evidenced in the ultrasonic wavespeed and so the standard form of Snell' s Law was used.
(3) Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the system components required to make measurements. Within the diagram is a drawing of the transducer holding apparatus which is designed for hand operation. The encoder shown is used to monitor rotation position for each acquired waveform. The apparatus contains a water reservoir which rotates with the transducer and is used to couple the ultrasound into the composite material surface. A permeable membrane is placed at the open end of the water reservoir to contain the water and, at the same time, allow the surface to be wetted with a small trickle of water. This membrane concept is patterned after work of Buynak and Crane [8] . Typically, waveforms are acquired every I degree as the transducer holding apparatus is rotated. Waveforms are processed using band-pass Fourier filtering and timecorrected gain. Waveforms may be windowed to remove effects of front surface scattering and to determine depth of ply bends. Band-pass filtering is essential for improving signal quality since scattering from the fiber within the composite tends to occur over a relatively narrow bandwidth.
RESULTS
For the materials studied in this effort, a half-cycle cosine function filter with center frequency in the range of3.2 to 3.4 MHz and with 20% width at half height was found to be effective. Figure 3 shows a typical magnitude spectrum of the backscattered waveform for rotation angles corresponding to backscatter maximum (150 degrees), backscatter minimum (170 degrees), and a rotation angle corresponding to maximum surface scattering (180 degrees). Superimposed on each spectrum is the band-pass filter. It is seen that the band-pass filter encompasses the spectral region corresponding to fiber scatter. Also conspicuous is the apparent low frequency content of the surface scattering. This, of course, is dependent on surface preparation and will vary from sample to sample.
The root mean square (RMS) amplitude (or simply the average of the absolute amplitude) is computed for the processed waveform which is then plotted versus the rotation angle. Figure 4 shows a typical waveform, a processed waveform, and a plot of the RMS amplitude for a 360 degree rotation (RMS scan) in a composite material with a ply orientation of about 30 degrees relative to the surface normal and with ±45 degree fiber directions within the plies. The two peaks in Figure 4 ( c) correspond to the two fiber directions where the condition for maximum backscatter, discussed above, has been met. If the plies were parallel to the surface, four maxima would be expected in Figure 4 (c). But, with an out-of-plane orientation of the plies, the condition given in equation (1) is only met twice as the transducer is rotated 360 degrees which is predictable from equation (2) . For the material of this study, it is only necessary to make measurements from about 90 to about 270 degrees. RMS scans were obtained for this range from a similar sample of material, but which contained ply bends. Results are shown in Figure 5 for regions with and without ply bends. Note that the two distinct peaks are missing in sample regions with ply bends indicating that this method of data processing and presentation provides a means to identify regions which contain ply bends.
To automatically sort RMS scans into "good" and "ply bend" categories via computer software requires data processing algorithms which can recognize characteristic Rotation Angle (deg) Rotation Angle (deg) Figure 5 . RMS scans from a material sample with out of plane ply direction and two fiber directions within each ply good conditions and regions with ply bends.
shapes within sets of RMS scans. Such algorithms are commonly used in processing infrared and near infrared spectra. Common among these algorithms is the principal component analysis (PCA) [9] and cross-correlation methods [10] . The PCA method is used to compute the principal shapes (eigenvectors) and their corresponding variances (normalized eigenvalues) in the data set. The eigenvectors which correspond to the largest eigenvalues (i.e., the principal eigenvectors or principal components) are generally those which correspond to good material ifRMS scans are collected from materials with and without ply bends. The principal component (PC) scores for these eigenvectors are calculated by taking the dot product of each principal eigenvector with each measured RMS scan. Calculating the PC scores of all the measurements for the two most principal eigenvectors produces two data sets that can be plotted with respect to each other, measurement by measurement, to produce a scatter plot as shown in Figure 6 . The scatter plot shows that ply bend regions and good regions group separately and thus can be distinguished from each other. The good, in-between, and ply-bend rankings shown in Figure 6 were made from visual inspection of the cross-section of the material where measurements were made.
A very similar result to Figure 6 can be obtained by cross-correlating the principal eigenvectors with each measured RMS scan and then taking the value from the resultant curve corresponds to the point of best correlation -usually the center point of the curve. Performing cross-correlation of each RMS scan with each of the two most principal eigenvectors and plot the center points of each sets of curves with respect to each other provides a scatter plot almost identical to Figure 6 and therefore is not shown here. In practice, however, the cross-correlation method is more computationally intensive than the PCA method which makes PCA the preferred method for implementation. PCA can be applied to a representative subset of the RMS scan data sct to calculate the principal eigenvectors which can be used to calculate principal component scores for all RMS scans that are acquired under that same experimental conditions.
SUMMARY
An ultrasonic backscatter method enhanced by signal processing and principal component analysis methods has been demonstrated to be effective in detecting ply bends in composite materials with out-of-plane ply directions. A hand operated apparatus which makes use of a permeable membrane for containing the water coupling medium for the ultrasound has been designed and demonstrated.
